1999 dodge neon fuel filter location

Quick links. Ad blocker detected: Our website is made possible by displaying online
advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling your ad blocker on
our website. I have saved the images, so if the Imagestation links die, please PM me for
replacements. The Sock Filter is just to prevent particles from the tank being sucked up into the
intake tube and clogging the fuel pump. The actual Fuel Filter is after the pump and protects the
rest of the fuel system; it is with very rare exception that a car does not have this filter. There is
some confusion over the fuel filter for the later plastic tank 1st Generation Neons, and people
have been lead to believe that there is no fuel filter, except the Sock or Wick type filter at the
pick up tube. This is NOT true, the plastic tank Neons DO have a separate fuel filter that can be
easily changed outside of the fuel tank. It is a combination Fuel Pressure Regulator and Filter
that mounts on the exterior surface of the fuel pump and connects directly to the fuel line. If you
go to the parts counter at your local dodge dealership and ask for the fuel filter, they will pull up
this incorrect diagram. Notice the location of the 5, it is on the internal side of the mounting
flange of the fuel pump, meaning its internal to the fuel tank and you would have to pull the fuel
pump to get to it. Despite what they tell you, tell them you want Part It will look like the following
maintenance illustration. How often should you change the fuel filters on a vehicle? That is a
debate that there is no correct answer. Most would disagree with the Chrysler recommendation
that it will last the life of the vehicle, or at least the life of the fuel pump, which you do get both
filters brand new with a new fuel pump. Filters usually clog when you get foreign substance and
particles in the gas tank, or if you put poor quality gas in the tank; so if you never have that
happen a filter may last for the life of the vehicle. You could have a brand new filter clog from
one tank of bad gas, or driving thru a dust bowl when after forgetting to tighten down your gas
cap. Unless you get symptoms of a clogged fuel filter, which many people jump to conclusions
that their fuel filter is clogged when they get fuel system problems and its not, I personally
would change the filter every 50k miles. Most people only change this filter with the fuel pump
and never experience any problem with this change interval, it rarely clogs and effects the
performance of the vehicle. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0
guests. The fuel system in any vehicle is responsible not only for delivering fuel to the motor
but also cleaning the fuel before it is used. The fuel filter in the Dodge Ram is located against
the firewall, under the hood of the vehicle. Changing the fuel filter at the recommended intervals
can ensure that your fuel is clean. Over time the filter can become clogged and rob you of gas
mileage due to the lack of fuel making it through the filter. Open the hood of the Dodge Ram and
locate the fuel canister located against the firewall of the vehicle. There is a yellow handle next
to the canister that has a hose attached to it. Place the bucket underneath the hose and open
the handle. Allow all the fuel in the canister to drain into the bucket. Remove the lid of the
canister. The Canister is a black cylinder that measures 8 inches tall and approximately 5 inches
wide. The lid of the canister will have a single 14mm bolt on top of it. Use the ratchet and 14mm
socket to remove the bolt that holds the lid in place. Take the cover and place it aside. The filter
should now be visible from the top of the canister. Remove the fuel filter and place it to the side.
Know your state laws on how to properly dispose of automotive materials, especially fuel
system components, which can be hazardous. Install the new fuel filter o-rings onto the new
filter. Use a small bit of automotive grease to help hold the o-rings in place. Slide the fuel filter
into the canister. Reinstall the lid to the fuel canister and tighten it down with the 14mm socket
and ratchet. Be sure that the yellow lever is closed so that fuel will not be leaked from the
system once it is started. Prime the fuel system before starting the motor. Turn the key to "acc"
and allow the fuel pump to send fuel to the filter. Allow it to prime for 10 seconds and then try to
start the Dodge Ram. Repeat step 6 if necessary. Will Chandler is a corrective exercise trainer in
Wilmington, NC. Chandler has trained everyone from athletes to seniors since Chandler is an off
road enthusiasts who practices welding and 4x4 fabrication. Items you will need Ratchet 14mm
socket Bucket Shop rag Automotive grease. References DodgeRam. The fuel filter on the Dodge
requires a different replacement process than on most Dodge Rams from other model years.
The function of the fuel filter on the Dodge Ram is to filter any sediments from the gas before
the gas reaches the fuel injectors and the engine. The gas is pumped out of the gas tank by the
fuel pump and into the fuel filter. Once that the fuel filter traps the sediments, the clean fuel then
travels to the engine. Locate the fuel filter that is mounted near the rear of the driver's side of
the firewall. The fuel filter is a black canister housing that holds the fuel filter inside of it. There
will be a drain handle attached near the fuel filter housing with a small rubber tube. Place the
catch pan under this tube and turn the handle to drain the gas from the fuel-filter housing.
Remove the lid to the fuel-filter housing with the ratchet and socket. Turn the lid
counterclockwise to loosen and remove. Pull the fuel filter out of the housing and discard it into
the catch pan. Then, slide the new fuel filter into the housing. Also replace the canister lid
O-ring with the new O-ring that comes with the new fuel filter. Put the lid back onto the fuel-filter

housing and tighten down with the ratchet and socket. Remove the fluid catch pan from the
engine compartment. Turn the ignition key on and off four times to prime the canister with fuel.
Then, crank the engine on the fourth turn of the ignition. Let the engine run for about 30
seconds and then turn the engine off. Always find out what your local and state laws are for
discarding fuel filters before throwing the used fuel filters away. Most quick-lube shops will take
in used fuel filters to discard for you. Grace Mclain has been writing professionally since Her
articles have appeared on eHow. COM, and she specializes in automotive and business topics.
Tips Always find out what your local and state laws are for discarding fuel filters before
throwing the used fuel filters away. Warnings Never smoke around gas. Always wear safety
glasses around gas. Asked by Wiki User. A Dodge Neon does not have a cabin filter. I believe it
is located on the block right above the oil filter housing. That is where it is on my neon. I was
told by the dealer that the Dodge Neon does not have a servicable fuel filter. The oil filter on a
Dodge Neon is under the engine close to the oil pan. The dodge neon parts are compatible with
dodge neon Permanent filter located in the fuel tank. The Dodge Neon horn is located in the
front of the engine compartment. The horn will be on the right hand side of the radiator. It has a
permanent filter mounted in the fuel tank. The filter is located in the pump, on the gas tank. The
fuel filter is part of the pump module in the fuel tank. It is on the front of the engine, under the
intake. If you do not see it mounted between the fuel tank and the engine, then it is mounted in
the fuel tank. Common on the Dodge Neon. A Dodge Neon does not have a distributor. No,
because there is no such thing as a 90 Dodge Neon. There was no Neon. Plugged catalytic
converter? It is just behind the oil pan. In the intake duct before the air filter. The fuel filter on a
Dodge Neon is inside the fuel tank. It is part of the pump module. Ask Question. Fuel Filters.
See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Inside the fuel tank. No replacement is
necessary. Related Questions. How do you replace cab filter dodge neon? Where is the
crankshaft sensor on a Dodge Neon located? Where are the motor mounts locatedon a dodge
neon? Where is oil filter located on Plymouth neon? What year of dodge neon have compatible
parts with a dodge neon? Where is the fuel filter location dodge neon ? Where is the horn
location on a dodge neon? Where is the fuel filter located on a dodge neon srt4? Where is the
fuel filter on a Plymouth neon espresso? Where is the fuel filter on a Dodge Neon located?
Where is fuel filter located on dodge neon? Where is the starter located on a dodge neon?
Where is the fuel filter located on a Dodge Neon? Where is the distributor rotor on a dodge
neon? Where is the distributor for a 96 dodge neon located on the car? Is there a carburetor
filter on a 90 dodge neon? Will a dodge neon motor go in a dodge neon? Where is the oil filter
located on a Dodge Neon engine? Where is the IAT senor on dodge neon located? Where is the
oil filter located on a dodge neon? Where is the fuel filter on a 91 dodge neon? Where is the oil
filter located in a dodge neon? Where is the fuel filter on dodge neon ? Trending Questions Who
would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked
By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By
Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User.
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Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant.
Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the
footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By
Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo
Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Where is the
fuel filter located on a Dodge Neon? Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk
dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose
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